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Distinguishing Similar Sounds

Tom: As a vet, I always heal sick animals. Yesterday, a little boy brought a parrot 

to my clinic. It got a fever. I asked the little boy not to feed it with cheese. 

It needs to eat more peas, so it will not get sick easily. 

Listen for the 
words which 
tell you the 
correct answer.

Tom suggests the little boy .

 A. not to eat cheese  B. eat more cheese

 C. take his pet to the sea  D. feed his pet with peas

Katy is talking with Uncle Sam. Listen carefully and choose the best answer by 
blackening the circle.

1  How long has Uncle Sam been a chef?
 A. twelve years  B. twenty years

 C. twenty-one years  D. twenty-two years

2  What is Uncle Sam’s duty?
 A. studying and reading cookbook

 B. cleaning the kitchen

 C. making dairy products

 D. trying new menus

‘Cheese’ and ‘peas’ 
sound similar. Pay 
attention to the 
context.

Warm-upWarm-upWarm-up

Pay attention to the sounds 
‘twelve’ and ‘twenty’.

Pay attention to the words that sound similar. You need to distinguish them by 
the context.

Common words with similar sounds

night / light fog / frog thing / think ship / sheep write / white

floor / four bad / bed gun / won cook / look dish / wish
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Michelle is listening to a talk at school about the job of a television director. 
Listen carefully and choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

1  What is TRUE about Jane?

 A. She gives the talk in the afternoon.

 B. She works in Kowloon Tong Television.

 C. She graduated from Athens Primary School.

 D. It is her second time to give a talk at Athens Primary School.

2  Jane was invited by .

 A. Principal Chan

 B. Principal Choy

 C. Principal Cheung

 D. Principal Chung

3  Jane does NOT  at her job.

 A. read the scripts

 B. do rehearsals

 C. discuss the actions with the actors during rehearsals

 D. hold the camera while filming

4  Who does Jane work with?

4321

 A. 1 and 2

 B. 1 and 3

 C. 1, 2 and 3

 D. all of the above

Pay attention to the ending sound.
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5  According to Jane, a television director needs to be .

 A. calm

 B. careful

 C. creative

 D. considerate

6  When making the final product, Jane needs to check .

 A. the design of the scenes

 B. the special effects and 3D effects

 C. the colour effects, special effects and the music

 D. the storyline

7  How does Jane help crew members get along well with one another?

 A.  B.  C.  D.

 8  When Jane and the actors have different opinions on acting, she .

 A. asks them to follow the writer’s ideas

 B. asks them to listen to her

 C. asks them not to act

 D. lets them try different acting styles

9  Jane will probably make  in the future.

 A. sports dramas

 B. family dramas

 C. comedy dramas

 D. teen dramas

Pay attention to the number of 
syllables in a word.

What does Jane like to do?


